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Monthly Status Report
Robert Stobie Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

Nov 2005

K. Nordsieck

This is the last regular monthly report from the PFIS fabrication team.  The RSS/ PFIS “todo”
lists have been turned over to Steve Potter and Herman Kriel for future maintenance

Optics and Testing 

• The beamsplitter has been debubbled.

•  Performed internal focus runs at 629 and 784 nm, using the SALT calibration system.  We
determined that we had residual focal plane tilt and focus shift that needed correction.  We
realigned the detector and repeated the focus run with the 629 nm filter.  The correction
leaves acceptable  residuals.  No further detector movements should be necessary, although
focus runs with the remaining filters and spectroscopic modes should be done.

•  Took spectra of calibration lamps, using both blue and red light guides.  All of the lamps are
detectable in  reasonable (i.e., <60 second) exposure times, including blue spectral features 
<320 nm.  In the red, the QTH lamp will need at least 50% ND.  Verified throughputs of 
color filters for QTH lamps.  The QTH balance filters work as planned, except that they are
named incorrectly in the software: “red” is “UV” and “UV” is “red.”

•  Performed flat-field measurements with the calibration system as well as on-sky.  Found a
couple of issues.  These should be examined more using both PFIS and SALTICAM:

 - With an interference filter in place, we observe a bright ring in the center of the image. 
This is seen both with the calibration system and on-sky.  We believe that this is a ghost
off the interference filter, but have not identified the other surface.  A quick attempt was
made to stop down the pupil in the  disperser area to see if the ghost went away, but no
change occurred.  A more systematic study should be performed.

 - With the calibration system in place, a significant dropoff from the center to the edge of the
field is seen, falling to nearly 40% of the maximum.  This is worse than  the on-sky flats,
which drop off to only about 70% of maximum at the edges.

- Both the sky and cal flats show an offset in the maximum brightness as well as a rho
dependent movement of the brightness gradient and the interference filter ghost.

 
• Performed flexure tests in imaging mode and one spectroscopic configuration. 
 - Imaging flexure shows at worst a 5-pixel movement in the X-direction over 200 degrees of

payload rho angle and 15 pixels in Y-direction. The  Y-direction shift is symmetric about
rho=0.  The Y flexure was not seen in the pre-installation flexure testing because we
were only testing the effective  rho=-90 and rho=+90 settings, which exhibit the same Y
shift.  Image  rotation varies from -2 to +4 arcminutes relative to the rho=0 position, 
with the worst case being at about +60 degrees.
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 - The spectroscopic flexure test was done with the G2300 grating at an  articulation of 90.25
degrees.  Movement of the center spot at central  wavelength is about 7 pixels in X across
180 degrees of roll, but the  Y-direction shows the most deviation, ranging up to 30
pixels from rho=0  to rho=+100 degrees.  Image rotation varies from +4 arcminutes at
most negative roll, to +8 arcminutes at the most positive roll position, relative to the
rho=0 position.

- Additional testing should be done with the camera at an intermediate articulation angle.

• The PFIS focal plane scale was measured using images of 47 Tuc on 30 Oct through the 629
nm interference filter and on 24 Nov through the 542 and 700 nm filters.  After correcting for
the camera distortion and color dependence, we obtain 222.62 ± 0.1 microns/ arcsec for all
three measurements.

• A list of 7 long slit spectroscopy configurations which are common in the Performance
Verification proposals was developed.  Observations of the spectrophotometric standard
EG21, the amorphous galaxy NGC1140, and a couple of CVs have so far been obtained for 4
of these, with setups ranging from the PG0300 grating at low angle to PG2300  at 100
degrees of articulation, including arc and flatfield lamp and filter exposures.

Mechanical 

• The PFIS feet have been secured and tied down.

• Articulation mechanism: Performing reliably since we switched to  microstepping.  To be
conservative, until we have the fall  arresters installed the procedure should be to rotate
payload to between  -90 and -100 degrees for articulation.

• Filter mechanism: No outstanding issues.

• Focus mechanism: There remains a discrepancy between the commanded focus and the actual
focus position moved to.  This is most likely a software  issue.

• Etalon inserters:  Had one event when the etalon was sticky pushing uphill.  The bolt at the end
of the inserter pneumatic may have been loose.  This may still be outstanding.

• Shutter: No outstanding issues.

• Grating mechanism:  Hysteresis correction has been implemented and  performs well.  We had
one inexplicable event of the PG0900 grating not  inserting that could not be repeated.  Also,
we found that an adjustment  needed to be made on the position of the “removed” sensor on
the pneumatic.

• Slitmask mechanism:  Had a crash of the slitmask elevator with the baffle flap.  This was
caused by bent rod on the slitmask holder.  In the future, all slitmask  holders should be
tested in the magazine to make sure they slide smoothly.  To fix the damage, we had  to
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remove the baffle flap and remake that elevator support bracket, which had been bent.  We
reinstalled the elevator and realigned  the insertion with the pneumatic, only to have a crash
with the inserter.  The inserter pneumatic holder is now bent as well, but access to unbend it
is extremely  limited.  Most of these problems are due to conflict of the slitmask mechanism 
with payload structure. The current status requires manual insertion of  slitmasks until one
can gain access to the pneumatic.

• A continuing problem with excessive humidity at the detector window has been identified. 
This appears to be due to infiltration of ambient air into the detector window cavity when the
instrument is subject to windy conditions.  Increasing the purge flow flushes out the moist air
in about one hour.  The seals around the detector should be inspected for faults.

• The beam splitter inserter mechanism manufacture was completed.

Control 

• PCS software work with Anthony Koeslag
- Implemented telescope-related FITS keywords from TCS clusters.
- Published PFIS environmental data to TCS and implemented temperature, flow, and

humidity warnings via the ELS.
- Implemented magazine tables for slitmask and filter magazines.
- Tested detector shuffle mode and implemented filter-shuffle procedure.
- Reorganized procedure tab to use subtabs.
- Implemented most of the remaining PFIS high-level FITS keywords.

• PDET software work with Luis Balona
- Implemented shuffle mode commands.
- Implemented row windowing.

• Implemented the wiring and CPLD program changes required to incorporate new grating insert
and articulation interlocks.  Three out of four of the changes work.  One change, which is to
allow grating insert commands if the grating is already inserted, resulted in the grating insert
never being interlocked.  This looks to be due to a wiring error, which has not been
identified.

• The Xilinx CPLD program has been installed on a SALT laptop.

Management

• Still working on the Quarter 3, 2005 Quarterly report.
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Activities for the future

Detailed “todo” lists
The RSS/ PFIS “todo” lists may be found at 

pcon.salt/Documents and Settings/administrator/My Documents/PFIS/
Control-todo.txt
Mechanical-todo.txt

Remaining Installation Tasks
The major installation tasks remaining are

• Control
- Resolve waveplate encoder homing and repeatability issues.
- Resolve grating insert interlock wiring error.
- Implement high-level TCS commanding when TCS SDB integration is complete.
- Complete PFIS high-level procedures supporting Fabry-Perot, MOS, and polarimetry.

• Mechanical
- Implement articulation fall arrester.
- Install beamsplitter baffle and beamsplitter frame.
- Design and manufacture an RSS maintenance fixture to allow in-situ servicing of focal

plane mechanisms.

• Detector
- Implement high-speed slot mode and drift scan.
- Implement SDSU idle mode (detector clear when not exposing or reading out).

Commissioning
PFIS extended commissioning plan

Imaging
• Status: Limited PV possible.
• Instrument Issues: Interference filter flatfield ghost.
• Telescope Improvements desired: 

1) Position and focus guidance.
2) Moving baffle.

Spectroscopy Longslit:
• Status: Limited PV possible.
• Instrument Issues: Slitmask mechanism; Need more slits.
• Telescope Improvements desired: 

1) Position and Focus Guidance.
2) Moving Baffle.
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Spectroscopy MOS
• Status: Not Possible.
• Telescope Improvements required:

1) Position and Focus Guidance fully commissioned.
2) Telescope offset commanding while guiding.
3) More reliable image quality.

• PFIS personnel to return: Daniel Harbeck, Eric Burgh (when telescope ready).

Fabry Perot
• Status: Not Possible.
• Instrument Issues: alignment; flatfield ghost.
• Telescope Improvements required:

1) Flatfield uniformity in field.
2) Position and Focus Guidance, including logging of guide star brightness.

• PFIS personnel to return: Naseem Ringwala (~March?).

Polarimetry
• Status: Not Possible.
• Instrument Issues: Beamsplitter mounted; waveplate homing fix.
• Telescope Improvements desired:

1) Position and focus guidance.
• PFIS personnel to return: Ken Nordsieck (April?).  Some commissioning observations to be

attempted after beamsplitter mounted.
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